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NEWSLETTER

President’s Report

Shiny Happy People
Ginny Farnsworth, president of the Valley
Soaring Association said “I love being at the
airport on weekends like these…everyone has
such big smiles on their faces.” By golly, she
was right. It was day two of the Williams
AcroFest and there was some serious nonstop beaming going on. Dare I say, even
giddiness.
We are so lucky to have found a hobby/
passion/obsession (you fill in your own blank)
that brings us such joy.
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Aviation is a gemstone cut with countless
glittering facets. One of the characteristics I
find most endearing in pilots is the boundless
enthusiasm and willingness to try something
new and fascinating. Keep exploring. You’ll
never where you will end up next.
A single lifetime, even though entirely devoted
to the sky, would not be enough for the study
of so vast a subject. A time will come when our
descendants will be amazed that we did not
know things that are so plain to them.
— Seneca, Book 7, first century CE

IAC38 February Meeting Recap

Vice President Dave Watson led our
open-forum discussion on Avoiding
Maintenance Mishaps and PilotRelated Buffoonery by sharing some
of the pilot-and-mechanic induced
problems he’s encountered over the
course of his aviation career. Hearing
a story and thinking, “how could that
happen?” is invaluably educational. It
DID happen and we are better
informed for knowing about it.
Many members shared their stories
and we are all the wiser for it. Thank
you to all for participating.
IAC38 Membership Coordinator
David Manuel gave a presentation on
a very exciting project that he is
working on. SkyBatics is starting an
aerobatic-based youth education
non-profit centered on building Steen
Skybolt aerobatic biplanes and STEM
subjects. For further details, see the
feature article he wrote about it in this
newsletter. This article will also be
featured in the April issue of Sport
Aerobatics.

David Manuel
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IAC38 Judge School 2015
19 students from Chapter 38 gathered at the
West Valley Flying Club, KPAO the weekend
of February 28-March 1 for our Introduction to
Aerobatic Judge School.
The class was co-facilitated by Doug
Hansmann, a veteran instructor of 18 years
who flew down from Seattle, and our own
Dave Watson, who is now officially a judge
school instructor.
A common occurrence after attending a judge
school is to not take the written exam, and
repeat school again. Many of the participants
had taken judge school two, three and even
four times. Doug stressed the importance of
JUST DOING IT: take the written exam right
away and then move forward with the required
Judge Assists and oral exam. He reassured us

that ALL new judges do not feel qualified and
the only way to gain competency it to well,
start judging.
His comments really struck home. Over half of
the participants have already passed the
written exam, and as of this publication, three
are ready to take the oral exam in the next few
days.
Thanks to Doug and Dave for their support
over the years to IAC, to Tom Myers for
logistical support and arranging our classroom
at the WVFC, (which was donated!) and to
Lionel Figueroa for handling registration.
There’s going to be some new judges on the
block!

enthralled students
(continued)
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FSDO the cat
enjoyed school

Doug Hansmann imparting wisdom
(continued)
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Doug and Dave tag-teaming it

burger and beer de-brief
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(continued)

Layne celebrates his 16th birthday!
(actually February 29)

mission accomplished
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Inaugural Women of Aviation
Week Event at KLVK
On March 4, 75 people gathered at the beautiful new terminal building at KLVK to
celebrate Women of Aviation Worldwide Week.
Livermore Airport Administrator, Silvia Kersh spearheaded the event. She galvanized
an energetic group of women pilots who sprang into action: volunteered for flights,
conduct presentations, donate raffle items and be on hand for inspiration and to
answer questions.
38 girls and women got their first taste of flight. They also got tower tours led by one of
the three female air traffic controllers at KLVK. They were also given information on:
·

how to start/get a pilot certification

·

career opportunities in aviation

·

scholarship opportunities

·

institutions of learning

·

aerodynamics of flight

·

basic parts of an airplane and how they work to keep it aloft

·

Alpha Bravo Charlie, etc. “pilot lingo”,

·

history of women in aviation.

Represented on the pilot side were the Civil Air Patrol, Alameda County Sheriffs’ Air
Squadron, KLVK ATCT, TRACON, IAC38 as well as KLVK and Bay Area women pilots
from different career fields.
The Alameda County Sheriffs’ Air Squadron generously provided free hot dog lunches
for all attendees.
The day was such a resounding success that next year’s event is already scheduled
for Friday March 4, 2016, 10AM to 2PM.
Check out Twitter: #flylikeagirl, #woaw15, #flyitforward

(continued)
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IAC38 table wo-manned by Heather Jay and Beth

Zinnia...“I wouldn’t want to be any other place than here
today. Except the sky”
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(continued)

KLVK airshow pilot Jacquie Warda gives an excited young lady her first flight - in an Extra!

Beth giving a presentation chronicling her first acro flights
(continued)
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Thrilled women all around

literally jumping for joy after her first flight.
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Williams AcroFest 2015

IAC38 Saturday crew

There is no sport equal to that which
aviators enjoy while being carried
through the air on great white wings. –
Wilbur Wright
I have nicknamed the Williams Soaring
Center "The Joy Factory". There was a
heck of a lot of joy manufactured there the
weekend of the March 7-8 during AcroFest.
Non-stop beaming smiling faces all around!

was a giant team effort: Rex and Noelle
Mayes, along with their sons Ben and Nick
choreographed the dance of tow planes,
gliders, CFIs, mentors and pilots. CFIs
Charlie Hayes and Drew Pearce, and coach
Eric Lentz-Gauthier contributed all weekend
as well. VSA president Ginny Farnsworth
kept pilots fed and happy by orchestrating
fabulous breakfasts, lunches and dinner.

AcroFest 2015 was a stunning success: 60
flights, 15 Smooth Awards earned by six
pilots, flawless logistics and gorgeous
weather. Co-founders Guy Acheson and
Mallory Lynch have created an event that
has gathered tremendous momentum. It

Guy Acheson delivered a great presentation
on glider aerobatics to over 40 pilots after
dinner on Saturday night. Topics such as gforces, the effects of unusual attitudes on
plane and pilot, flight envelopes and safety
were covered.

(continued)
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Sunday morning kicked off with Dave Watson
discussing judge criteria for competition
aerobatics and for
Smooth Awards.

It was pure magic to watch straight-and-levelglider pilots try acro for the first time. Their
response was only
equalled by watching
power acro pilots
Gliders, sailplanes, they are
There was great
experience gliders for
wonderful flying machines. It's the
contingent of IAC38
the first time. Some folks
closest you can come to being a
members present over
(both power pilots and
bird. –Neil Armstrong
the weekend. We
those dreaming of
gathered some new
becoming pilots) got the
members and are
double header of glider
scheming to get a glider category onboard for
+ acro all at once. I am not exaggerating when
our Coalinga contest. The call on that will be
I say that this weekend, liv es wer e
made soon.
transformed, limitations shattered, and infinite
possibilities glimpsed.

Guy Acheson, co-founder of AcroFest
(continued)
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Mallory Lynch, co-founder of AcroFest and Dave earning his Smooth Awards

CFI Drew Pearce and Doug Burr

(continued)
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Lionel literally having
the most fun of his life

Saturday night dinner and presentation
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(continued)

Stanley and Eric having a blast

Glider pilot Maja flies acro for the first time
(continued)
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(continued)
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Dave’s judging presentation
Sunday morning

Dave and Mallory congratulate Ben Mayes for achieving his
Primary, Sportsman, Intermediate and Advanced Smooth Awards
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CHAPTER 38’s TRACY TREASURE

Chapter 38’s Aerobatic Practice Area at Tracy is a treasure to be guarded with exquisite care.
Tireless efforts by many people over decades has kept this jewel for the benefit of you, our
Chapter 38 members, providing a safe training ground for the development of unusual attitude and
aerobatic competency.
Issues such as noise abatement and safety surround KTCY, like many small airports. These stem
not just from our club’s usage, but from all general aviation activity there. On any given day at
KTCY there is extensive flight training, (a flight school is based there), instrument pilots practicing
missed approaches, transient traffic, RVs flying formation, etc.
We are very lucky that our chapter is supported and championed by the Tracy Airport Association,
Sky View Aviation, and Vince Nastro, a CFI, DPE, and FAAST Safety Representative based there.
There is a contingent of Tracy residents who live in the vicinity of the airport that are vocal and
vehemently opposed to the general aviation activity conducted there. There have been complaints
over the years, and they continue to escalate, becoming more serious and reaching higher levels.
It is critical that we conduct our aerobatic practice days there with the utmost safety and
professionalism.
(continued)
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Priorities for Chapter 38 critique days are, in this order:
1."
2."
3."

SAFETY
PROFESSIONALISM
AEROBATIC SKILLS

Note the order. Aerobatics comes in THIRD.
SAFETY
Plane: Thorough pre-flight inspection ~ Keep within envelope of G tolerance and recommended
airspeeds ~ Traffic awareness and avoidance: transient traffic in the box is not uncommon ~ Set
your altimeter to 0 ~ Watch your altitudes.
Pilot: Remember the I’M SAFE checklist?
•!

Illness - suffering from any illness or symptom of an illness that might affect them in flight.

•!

Medication - Is the pilot currently taking drugs (prescription or over-the-counter).

•!

Stress - Psychological or emotional factors that might affect the pilot's performance.

•!

Alcohol - the pilot might want to consider their alcohol consumption within the last 8 to 24 hours.

•!

Fatigue - Has the pilot had sufficient sleep and rest in the recent past.

•!

Eating - Is the pilot sufficiently nourished?

Also: hydration, sun protection (hat, sunglasses, sunscreen).
PROFESSIONALISM
You are a highly trained pilot. Aerobatic flight is viewed by some as reckless and dangerous. It is
the mission of the IAC (and mine personally) to educate people that aerobatics is about safety,
precision and skill.
You demonstrate that by conducting yourself in the plane and at the airport in an impeccably
professional manner.
I decree a Zero Bullshit Tolerance Policy.
This means:
-taxi at a safe rate of speed
-take off at a normal pitch attitude
-fly a standard traffic pattern
-make every effort for noise abatement
-do not fly north of the extended centerline of Runway 26 near the houses.
At the Reno Air Races, the pilots cool themselves and their planes down after a race before
landing. Take the time after exiting the box to shift out of “acro mode” and fly a conservative and
safe traffic pattern, mindful of traffic in the vicinity.
Thank you in advance for your professional conduct.
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(continued)

AEROBATIC SKILLS
We are lucky to have veterans in our chapter willing nurture the next generation of aerobatic
pilots. These guys put in long hours on the ground critiquing and coaching. You increase your
skills as a competition pilot by not only flying for the judges on practice day but by assisting and
becoming familiar with judging criteria. It’s a win-win.
LAY OF THE LAND OF A KTCY CRITIQUE DAY
We set up camp on the ramp area east of the threshold end of Runway 30. There is plenty of
parking adjacent. Winds many days favor Runway 30. We will be to the right.
Feel free to bring your own water, lunch, snacks, sunscreen, hat, camp chairs, radio and your
sequence card. There is an FBO with water, soda and snacks for purchase.
Before flying in the box at KTCY, you must have your IAC and IAC38 membership up to date, be
briefed on box procedures, and sign the waiver. If you have been briefed in the past, you will still
need to be re-briefed and everyone signs the daily waiver.
Plan on attending for the majority of the day. This is a group endeavor and we all need to share
the effort of running a successful practice day. Exceptions will be allowed for pilots renting aircraft.
Examine the following photos and diagrams carefully.
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(continued)

If the winds favor Runway 30 there is no box conflict with landing traffic.
If winds from the west favor Runway 26, the traffic patterns goes directly through the box. This
requires that aerobatics be suspended briefly for separation purposes. We will be in radio
communication with all parties.
If winds favor Runway 8, there is minimal box impact as planes are at low altitude climb-out.
Occasionally, instrument students practice missed approaches on Runway 12. This goes through
the box. Aerobatics will be suspended briefly to allow the missed approach.
AVOID APPROACHING KTCY FROM THE EAST on critique days. There will be a NOTAM in
effect starting at 10 am stating that the box is active along with its location. Unfortunately, not all
pilots get the NOTAM, or are simply transitioning the area. Therefore, it is crucial for all eyes on
the ground and the pilot in the box to be hyper-vigilant for traffic. Clear and calm radio
communication is imperative as well. We all need to share our sandbox in the sky and watch out
for each other.
(continued)
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FOR MARCH
IAC38 will meet at KTCY for the next three months for our chapter meeting.
When: Saturday, March 21, 10-4ish.
Where: KTCY
Why: Awesome fun to build your mad acro skillz.
How: You MUST RSVP to bethestanton@gmail.com by Thursday, March 19 before midnight.
We are anticipating a large turnout, so planes, pilots, safety pilots and judges will need to be
scheduled in advance.
For a smooth day that will maximize everyone’s enjoyment and skills, we will have a rotating
“judges line” that gives everyone a chance to participate in all the facets of the critique day.
Here’s how this will work:
Each “judges line” will consist of a:
-judge: critiquing the pilot flying
-judge mentor: to watch and learn. If you are fresh from judge school, this is an excellent way to
focus on the plane and see what the judges see. If you are new to all this, it is a great way to learn
about competition standards.
-judge assist or “caller”: calls the Aresti symbols for the judge.
-radio monitoring CTAF. All will be briefed on radio procedures.
This is going to be a great experience for everyone. Looking forward to seeing you there!
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Photo Courtesy Marcin Szpak, Poland.
Printed with Permission.

The (Re) Making of a Skybolt Dream – Part 1
By David Manuel
BREAKING NEWS: SkyBatics is starting an aerobatic-based youth education non-profit in
San Francisco Bay Area’s Silicon Valley. This exciting program will be centered on the Steen
Skybolt aerobatic biplane and STEM (Science, Technology Engineering and Math) subjects. This
is the first in a series of stories, The (Re) Making of a Skybolt Dream- Part 1.
In March 2014, I contributed an article, Realizing the DREAM of FLIGHT for our IAC 38
newsletter. I talked about my apprenticeship with LaMar Steen while attending Colorado Aero
Tech, in Broomfield, Colorado as an A&P student, and the generous opportunity LaMar handed
me with an introductory aerobatic flight in an open cockpit Steen Skybolt. That was perhaps my
most memorable flight to date because of its historic place in my life: my FIRST aerobatic flight.
Never mind that my hands weren't at the controls; I simply had the pleasure of the experience
and enjoyment without having to execute anything.

Steen Aero Lab & Skybolt History…
Larger in scale than a Pitts, the Skybolt primarily came into existence because LaMar, known for
his large stature, could not fit into the cramped confines of a Pitts cockpit. One day LaMar, a
personal friend of Curtis Pitts, was observed by Curtis taking measurements of the Pitts with the
intent to “stretch those numbers” into an airplane that he and other “bigger butt pilots” (as they
were referred to) could comfortably get into and fly. Curtis’ response when walking in on Lamar?
“Aw, shucks LaMar, I’ll GIVE you a set of plans!1” And thus, another stamp on the map of aviation
history took place.
In 1968, LaMar designed, with pencil, paper, and tape measure in hand, what would soon become
a competitive aerobatic biplane flown by pilots around the world. Working as an Industrial Arts
Teacher for Manual High School in Denver, Colorado, LaMar’s Industrial Arts class students built
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the first Skybolt as an Engineering project. Construction began on August 19, 1969 and the
airplane took to the mile-high, crisp, Colorado skies the following year, in October 1970. By the
late ’70s, the Skybolt had gained a notable and respectable following, becoming the most
constructed two-place experimental aircraft of all time2. In 1979, a Skybolt won the Reserve
Grand Champion Custom Built at the Experimental Aircraft Association airshow in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin3.

LaMar Steen at Oshkosh, 1987
Photo by David Gustafson,
Sport Aviation, March 1988

Hale Wallace in 1997.
Photo by Leslie Hilbert,
Sport Aviation, June 1998

Entrepreneur Paul Goetsch
went to buy a Skybolt; instead,
he bought the company.1

Sadly, in February of 1993, LaMar passed away but not before selling the rights to Steen Aero Lab
to
Hale Wallace, an accomplished Skybolt builder who fostered a close friendship with LaMar
through the building experience. Hale then passed away from cancer in the late 1990s but, once
again, not before negotiating a transfer of ownership of Steen Aero Lab. Paul Goetsch, a brilliant
engineer and an accomplished and respected aviation entrepreneur in his own right, went to buy a
Skybolt and instead, bought the whole company. Undoubtedly, he liked what he saw. Paul then
relocated Steen Aero Lab to Palm Bay, Florida where it continues to operate2.

This Skybolt, named “Yellow Bird,” was the third Skybolt built by Hale Wallace, second owner of Steen Aero Lab1.
(Note the 4-blade prop; no need to dive for speed with this beast.)
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Transition Time…
At the end of last year, I
spent some time
reflecting on the first 50
years of my life and
imagining what the next
50 could bring - starting
now. A lot of our IAC
chapter members are
actively involved in all
kinds of behind-thescenes aviation-related
activities in their
personal lives. If shared
through various
channels, these stories
could increase interest,
awareness
and
opportunities for our
local
chapter
membership and
beyond. A couple of
weeks ago I pitched the
idea to Beth Stanton, our
IAC Chapter 38
President, of including member-written articles about some of these behind-the-scenes
happenings and featuring them in a dedicated column in our monthly newsletter. In some cases,
stories might even be chronicled over time with updates. Beth’s response was, “That sounds
great; you go first.”

In the decades that have passed since the construction and maiden flight of that first Skybolt, and
to the best of my knowledge and research (I’m open to correction here), the building of an
aerobatic biplane under a mentorship program with high school (and/or A&P) students has not
been duplicated; at least not repeatedly and sustainably. Well folks, that’s about to change so
you’d better secure that Hooker Harness!

Honoring Greatness…
In honor and remembrance of the late LaMar Steen, enter the world of SkyBatics, a soon-to-be
(“soon” being relative) California 501(c)3 non-profit organization based in San Carlos, California
(SQL). The business concept behind SkyBatics (think Skybolt and Aerobatics) is to provide an
exciting, academic, hands-on learning environment that provides students the rare opportunity to
build a 2-man aerobatic biplane that incorporates STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Math) subjects in the process, much like LaMar did in 1969-70. Partnering with local high schools
and accredited aviation maintenance technology schools in the Greater San Francisco Bay Area,
students will obtain marketable skills and priceless memories while earning credits towards high
school graduation or an FAA-issued A&P certificate.
After the completion of the first Skybolt, the airplane will be used as an instructional model and for
community outreach and program awareness through various events. Some of those will include
participation in regional and national airshows and aerobatic competitions, introductory flights for
young folks through Chapter 20 of the EAA Young Eagles Program, and, for those students who
advance to obtain their Private Pilot Certificate, the opportunity to transition to aerobatic training.
Subsequent Skybolts will be sold; the proceeds then used to build and sell more Skybolts, and so
on, and so on. This business model will provide self-funding for the program. We will even be able
to offer prospective buyers a “custom-build,” tailored to their needs and desires for specific
avionics equipment, paint schemes, and the like.
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Moving Forward…
In the months ahead, additional articles will be published with updates on our progress. We’re only
just breaking ground on this concept, but we have a vision for something spectacular to blossom
along the journey. Our hope is that the outcome will humble our early vision because it will have
become more than we could have asked for or imagined.
To date, we have secured the domain www.SkyBatics.org, developed a comprehensive Indiegogo
crowd-funding campaign to be launched later this year, reached out to and/or begun strategic
partnerships with Steen Aero Lab, the Sequoia Union High School District in San Mateo County,
and City College of San Francisco’s Aeronautics Division. We have an ally with the Patriots Jet
Team Foundation in Byron (C83) and its Executive Director, David Ringler. Interest and
enthusiasm is gaining momentum. However, we have a lot of work ahead of us! This is where
you come in with unlimited opportunities. We are in need of anyone with specific skills,
experience, connections or interest in helping with the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connecting us with a legal firm (10+ Attorneys) to carry us through the California 501(c)3
application process; must be agreeable to a pro bono arrangement.
Connecting us with a legal firm(s) already working with EAA/IAC and established in
California.
Website development / management on this domain: www.SkyBatics.org.
Grant writing; we’re looking for an immediate $25,000 for initial startup costs.
Introductions to Venture Capitalists interested in supporting non-profit community
programs.
Becoming a prospective Board Member, program instructor/volunteer, aircraft builder.
Developing a 3-minute program promotional video (for the Indiegogo campaign, initially).

Feel free to call or email us to discuss this project in more depth, or to make inquiries or
suggestions. We welcome your thoughts, support and feedback on SkyBatics.
David Manuel
SkyBatics Founder and Executive Director
EAA Member 1136549
IAC Member 437085
CELL: "
650-483-2378
EMAIL: "
SkyBatics@gmail.com
References:
1. Kitplanes Magazine, January 2012 Issue
"
Flight Reports: Steen Skybolt – Just like a Pitts, except maybe better. Really!
"
http://www.kitplanes.com/issues/29_1/flight_reports/
Flight_Review_Steen_Skybolt_20323-1.html
"
"

2. Skybolt Historical Information
http://www.steenaero.com/skybolt/history.cfm
3. Sport Aviation Magazine, October, 1979, pg. 71
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The Coalinga Western
Showdown is Coming To
Town!
May 28-30, 2015
New Coalinga Municipal, C80
If you are not signed up yet, go here to register now:
http://www.iacusn.org/acrs
Make your group rate reservation at Harris Ranch: 1-800-942-2333 or
(559) 935-0717 (“International Aerobatic” group)
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March 26-28, Borrego Hammerhead Roundup, Borrego Valley, L08
April 25 or 26, chapter meeting/TCY critique day to prepare for domination at
Apple Valley the following weekend. Weather dependent, updates as we get closer.
April 30-May 2, Duel in the Desert, Apple Valley, APV
May 23 or 24, Memorial Day weekend, chapter meeting/TCY critique day to
prepare for domination at Coalinga the following weekend. Weather dependent,
updates as we get closer.
May 28-30, Coalinga Western Showdown, New Coalinga Municipal, C80
June 28, IAC38 chapter meeting, Jump and Stay Safe: recreational vs. emergency
parachute techniques, Drop Zone, Byron, C83. This meeting will be preceded with
skydiving for any members who wish to jump out of a perfectly good airplane.
July 26, IAC38 chapter meeting
August 22 or 23, chapter meeting/TCY critique day to prepare for domination at
Delano the following weekend. Weather dependent, updates as we get closer.
August 28-30, Happiness is Delano, Delano Municipal, DLO
September 27, IAC38 chapter meeting
October 8-10, Borrego Akrofest, Borrego Valley, L08
October 25, IAC38 chapter meeting
November 22, IAC38 chapter meeting
December 6, IAC38 Holiday Party of Mayhem
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IAC38 2015 Calendar

March 21 or 22, chapter meeting/TCY critique day to prepare for domination at
Borrego the following weekend. Weather dependent, updates as we get closer.
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JOIN / RENEW
In addition to helping support all the activities of our chapter, IAC Chapter 38 membership is
an insurance requirement if you want to fly in the box at Tracy for critique days. If you are
receiving this newsletter and you know you need to get your membership updated, here are
several ways to do it:
-sign up here for the International Aerobatic Club: https://www.iac.org/roll-us-join-or-renew
-sign up here IAC38 (using PayPal): http://www.iac38.org
-sign up at our next chapter meeting, we accept cash, check and credit card
-Fill out this form and mail it to Howard with your check:

!
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Chapter 38 would like to extend a very special thank you to Evan and Zoe Peers of Air Space
Media. The exceptional photography and video from the 2014 IAC Open West
Championship, 40th Annual Happiness is Delano contest is now available. Contact:
Evan Peers, Airspace Media
www.airspacemedia.com
www.facebook.com/airspace1
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650-868-8998

Proud sponsor of the 2014 California contest season

2014 IAC Chapter 38 team
Beth Stanton, president
Dave Watson, vice president
Howard Kirker, treasurer
Tom Myers, secretary
Directors: Chris Combs, Mike Eggen, Marian Harris
Webmaster/email list: Brett Goldsmith
Newsletter editor, Dave Williams
Membership,David Manuel
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